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Chapter 5

Consciousness and its
Place in Nature
David J. Chalmers

5.1 Introduction1
Consciousness ﬁts uneasily into our conception of the natural world. On the most
common conception of nature, the natural world is the physical world. But on
the most common conception of consciousness, it is not easy to see how it could
be part of the physical world. So it seems that to ﬁnd a place for consciousness
within the natural order, we must either revise our conception of consciousness,
or revise our conception of nature.
In twentieth-century philosophy, this dilemma is posed most acutely in C. D.
Broad’s The Mind and its Place in Nature (1925). The phenomena of mind, for
Broad, are the phenomena of consciousness. The central problem is that of
locating mind with respect to the physical world. Broad’s exhaustive discussion of
the problem culminates in a taxonomy of seventeen different views of the mental–
physical relation.2 On Broad’s taxonomy, a view might see the mental as nonexistent (“delusive”), as reducible, as emergent, or as a basic property of a substance
(a “differentiating” attribute). The physical might be seen in one of the same four
ways. So a four-by-four matrix of views results. (The seventeenth entry arises
from Broad’s division of the substance/substance view according to whether one
substance or two is involved.) At the end, three views are left standing: those on
which mentality is an emergent characteristic of either a physical substance or a
neutral substance, where in the latter case, the physical might be either emergent
or delusive.
In this chapter I take my cue from Broad, approaching the problem of consciousness by a strategy of divide-and-conquer. I will not adopt Broad’s categories: our understanding of the mind–body problem has advanced since the 1920s,
and it would be nice to think that we have a better understanding of the crucial
issues. On my view, the most important views on the metaphysics of consciousness can be divided almost exhaustively into six classes, which I will label “type
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A” through “type F.” Three of these (A through C) involve broadly reductive
views, seeing consciousness as a physical process that involves no expansion of a
physical ontology. The other three (D through F) involve broadly non-reductive
views, on which consciousness involves something irreducible in nature, and
requires expansion or reconception of a physical ontology.
The discussion will be cast at an abstract level, giving an overview of the
metaphysical landscape. Rather than engaging the empirical science of consciousness, or detailed philosophical theories of consciousness, I will be examining
some general classes into which theories of consciousness might fall. I will not
pretend to be neutral in this discussion. I think that each of the reductive views is
incorrect, while each of the non-reductive views holds some promise. So the ﬁrst
part of this chapter can be seen as an extended argument against reductive views
of consciousness, while the second part can be seen as an investigation of where
we go from there.

5.2 The Problem
The word “consciousness” is used in many different ways. It is sometimes used
for the ability to discriminate stimuli, or to report information, or to monitor
internal states, or to control behavior. We can think of these phenomena as
posing the “easy problems” of consciousness. These are important phenomena,
and there is much that is not understood about them, but the problems of
explaining them have the character of puzzles rather than mysteries. There seems
to be no deep problem in principle with the idea that a physical system could be
“conscious” in these senses, and there is no obvious obstacle to an eventual
explanation of these phenomena in neurobiological or computational terms.
The hard problem of consciousness is the problem of experience. Human
beings have subjective experience: there is something it is like to be them. We can
say that a being is conscious in this sense – or is phenomenally conscious, as it is
sometimes put – when there is something it is like to be that being. A mental
state is conscious when there is something it is like to be in that state. Conscious
states include states of perceptual experience, bodily sensation, mental imagery,
emotional experience, occurrent thought, and more. There is something it is like
to see a vivid green, to feel a sharp pain, to visualize the Eiffel Tower, to feel a
deep regret, and to think that one is late. Each of these states has a phenomenal
character, with phenomenal properties (or qualia) characterizing what it is like to
be in the state.3
There is no question that experience is closely associated with physical processes in systems such as brains. It seems that physical processes give rise to
experience, at least in the sense that producing a physical system (such as a brain)
with the right physical properties inevitably yields corresponding states of experience. But how and why do physical processes give rise to experience? Why do not
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these processes take place “in the dark,” without any accompanying states of
experience? This is the central mystery of consciousness.
What makes the easy problems easy? For these problems, the task is to explain
certain behavioral or cognitive functions: that is, to explain how some causal role
is played in the cognitive system, ultimately in the production of behavior. To
explain the performance of such a function, one need only specify a mechanism
that plays the relevant role. And there is good reason to believe that neural or
computational mechanisms can play those roles.
What makes the hard problem hard? Here, the task is not to explain behavioral
and cognitive functions: even once one has an explanation of all the relevant
functions in the vicinity of consciousness – discrimination, integration, access,
report, control – there may still remain a further question: why is the performance
of these functions accompanied by experience? Because of this, the hard problem
seems to be a different sort of problem, requiring a different sort of solution.
A solution to the hard problem would involve an account of the relation
between physical processes and consciousness, explaining on the basis of natural
principles how and why it is that physical processes are associated with states of
experience. A reductive explanation of consciousness will explain this wholly on
the basis of physical principles that do not themselves make any appeal to consciousness.4 A materialist (or physicalist) solution will be a solution on which
consciousness is itself seen as a physical process. A non-materialist (or nonphysicalist) solution will be a solution on which consciousness is seen as nonphysical (even if closely associated with physical processes). A non-reductive solution
will be one on which consciousness (or principles involving consciousness) is
admitted as a basic part of the explanation.
It is natural to hope that there will be a materialist solution to the hard
problem and a reductive explanation of consciousness, just as there have been
reductive explanations of many other phenomena in many other domains. But
consciousness seems to resist materialist explanation in a way that other phenomena do not. This resistance can be encapsulated in three related arguments against
materialism, summarized in what follows.

5.3 Arguments Against Materialism
5.3.1 The explanatory argument 5
The ﬁrst argument is grounded in the difference between the easy problems and
the hard problem, as characterized above: the easy problems concern the explanation of behavioral and cognitive functions, but the hard problem does not. One
can argue that by the character of physical explanation, physical accounts explain
only structure and function, where the relevant structures are spatio-temporal
structures, and the relevant functions are causal roles in the production of a
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system’s behavior. And one can argue as above that explaining structures and
functions does not sufﬁce to explain consciousness. If so, no physical account can
explain consciousness.
We can call this the explanatory argument:
(1) Physical accounts explain at most structure and function.
(2) Explaining structure and function does not sufﬁce to explain consciousness.
——
(3) No physical account can explain consciousness.
If this is right, then while physical accounts can solve the easy problems (which
involve only explaining functions), something more is needed to solve the hard
problem. It would seem that no reductive explanation of consciousness could
succeed. And if we add the premise that what cannot be physically explained is
not itself physical (this can be considered an additional ﬁnal step of the explanatory argument), then materialism about consciousness is false, and the natural
world contains more than the physical world.
Of course, this sort of argument is controversial. But before examining various
ways of responding, it is useful to examine two closely related arguments that also
aim to establish that materialism about consciousness is false.

5.3.2 The conceivability argument 6
According to this argument, it is conceivable that there be a system that is
physically identical to a conscious being, but that lacks at least some of that
being’s conscious states. Such a system might be a zombie: a system that is
physically identical to a conscious being but that lacks consciousness entirely. It
might also be an invert, with some of the original being’s experiences replaced by
different experiences, or a partial zombie, with some experiences absent, or a
combination thereof. These systems will look identical to a normal conscious
being from the third-person perspective: in particular, their brain processes will
be molecule-for-molecule identical with the original, and their behavior will be
indistinguishable. But things will be different from the ﬁrst-person point of view.
What it is like to be an invert or a partial zombie will differ from what it is like to
be the original being. And there is nothing it is like to be a zombie.
There is little reason to believe that zombies exist in the actual world. But
many hold that they are at least conceivable: we can coherently imagine zombies,
and there is no contradiction in the idea that reveals itself even on reﬂection. As
an extension of the idea, many hold that the same goes for a zombie world: a
universe physically identical to ours, but in which there is no consciousness.
Something similar applies to inverts and other duplicates.
From the conceivability of zombies, proponents of the argument infer their
metaphysical possibility. Zombies are probably not naturally possible: they probably
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cannot exist in our world, with its laws of nature. But the argument holds that
zombies could have existed, perhaps in a very different sort of universe. For
example, it is sometimes suggested that God could have created a zombie world,
if he had so chosen. From here, it is inferred that consciousness must be nonphysical. If there is a metaphysically possible universe that is physically identical to
ours but that lacks consciousness, then consciousness must be a further, nonphysical component of our universe. If God could have created a zombie world,
then (as Kripke puts it) after creating the physical processes in our world, he had
to do more work to ensure that it contained consciousness.
We can put the argument, in its simplest form, as follows:
(1) It is conceivable that there be zombies.
(2) If it is conceivable that there be zombies, it is metaphysically possible that
there be zombies.
(3) If it is metaphysically possible that there be zombies, then consciousness
is non-physical.
——
(4) Consciousness is non-physical.
A somewhat more general and precise version of the argument appeals to P, the
conjunction of all microphysical truths about the universe, and Q, an arbitrary
phenomenal truth about the universe. (Here “∧” represents “and” and “¬”
represents “not”.)
(1) It is conceivable that P∧¬Q.
(2) If it is conceivable that P∧¬Q, it is metaphysically possible that P∧¬Q.
(3) If it is metaphysically possible that P∧¬Q, then materialism is false.
——
(4) Materialism is false.

5.3.3 The knowledge argument 7
According to the knowledge argument, there are facts about consciousness that
are not deducible from physical facts. Someone could know all the physical facts,
be a perfect reasoner, and still be unable to know all the facts about consciousness
on that basis.
Frank Jackson’s canonical version of the argument provides a vivid illustration.
On this version, Mary is a neuroscientist who knows everything there is to know
about the physical processes relevant to color vision. But Mary has been brought
up in a black-and-white room (on an alternative version, she is colorblind8) and
has never experienced red. Despite all her knowledge, it seems that there is
something very important about color vision that Mary does not know: she does
not know what it is like to see red. Even complete physical knowledge and
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unrestricted powers of deduction do not enable her to know this. Later, if she
comes to experience red for the ﬁrst time, she will learn a new fact of which she
was previously ignorant: she will learn what it is like to see red.
Jackson’s version of the argument can be put as follows (here the premises
concern Mary’s knowledge when she has not yet experienced red):
(1) Mary knows all the physical facts.
(2) Mary does not know all the facts.
——
(3) The physical facts do not exhaust all the facts.
One can put the knowledge argument more generally:
(1) There are truths about consciousness that are not deducible from physical
truths.
(2) If there are truths about consciousness that are not deducible from physical truths, then materialism is false.
——
(3) Materialism is false.

5.3.4 The shape of the arguments
These three sorts of argument are closely related. They all start by establishing
an epistemic gap between the physical and phenomenal domains. Each denies a
certain sort of close epistemic relation between the domains: a relation involving
what we can know, or conceive, or explain. In particular, each of them denies a
certain sort of epistemic entailment from physical truths P to the phenomenal
truths Q: deducibility of Q from P, or explainability of Q in terms of P, or
conceiving of Q upon reﬂective conceiving of P.
Perhaps the most basic sort of epistemic entailment is a priori entailment, or
implication. On this notion, P implies Q when the material conditional P⊃Q is a
priori; that is, when a subject can know that if P is the case then Q is the case,
with justiﬁcation independent of experience. All of the three arguments above can
be seen as making a case against an a priori entailment of Q by P. If a subject who
knows only P cannot deduce that Q (as the knowledge argument suggests), or if
one can rationally conceive of P without Q (as the conceivability argument suggests), then it seems that P does not imply Q. The explanatory argument can be
seen as turning on the claim that an implication from P to Q would require a
functional analysis of consciousness, and that the concept of consciousness is not
a functional concept.
After establishing an epistemic gap, these arguments proceed by inferring an
ontological gap, where ontology concerns the nature of things in the world. The
conceivability argument infers from conceivability to metaphysical possibility; the
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knowledge argument infers from failure of deducibility to difference in facts; and
the explanatory argument infers from failure of physical explanation to nonphysicality. One might say that these arguments infer from a failure of epistemic
entailment to a failure of ontological entailment. The paradigmatic sort of ontological entailment is necessitation: P necessitates Q when the material conditional
P⊃Q is metaphysically necessary, or when it is metaphysically impossible for P to
hold without Q holding. It is widely agreed that materialism requires that P
necessitates all truths (perhaps with minor qualiﬁcations). So if there are phenomenal truths Q that P does not necessitate, then materialism is false.
We might call these arguments epistemic arguments against materialism. Epistemic
arguments arguably descend from Descartes’s arguments against materialism
(although these have a slightly different form), and are given their ﬁrst thorough
airing in Broad’s book, which contains elements of all three arguments above.9
The general form of an epistemic argument against materialism is as follows:
(1) There is an epistemic gap between physical and phenomenal truths.
(2) If there is an epistemic gap between physical and phenomenal truths,
then there is an ontological gap, and materialism is false.
——
(3) Materialism is false.
Of course, this way of looking at things oversimpliﬁes matters, and abstracts away
from the differences between the arguments.10 The same goes for the precise
analysis in terms of implication and necessitation. Nevertheless, this analysis provides a useful lens through which to see what the arguments have in common,
and through which to analyze various responses to the arguments.
There are roughly three ways that a materialist might resist the epistemic
arguments. A type-A materialist denies that there is the relevant sort of epistemic
gap. A type-B materialist accepts that there is an unclosable epistemic gap, but
denies that there is an ontological gap. And a type-C materialist accepts that there
is a deep epistemic gap, but holds that it will eventually be closed. In what
follows, I discuss all three of these strategies.

5.4 Type-A Materialism
According to type-A materialism, there is no epistemic gap between physical and
phenomenal truths; or at least, any apparent epistemic gap is easily closed. According to this view, it is not conceivable (at least on reﬂection) that there be
duplicates of conscious beings that have absent or inverted conscious states. On
this view, there are no phenomenal truths of which Mary is ignorant in principle
from inside her black-and-white room (when she leaves the room, she gains at
most an ability). And on this view, on reﬂection there is no “hard problem” of
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explaining consciousness that remains once one has solved the easy problems of
explaining the various cognitive, behavioral, and environmental functions.11
Type-A materialism sometimes takes the form of eliminativism, holding that
consciousness does not exist, and that there are no phenomenal truths. It sometimes takes the form of analytic functionalism or logical behaviorism, holding that
consciousness exists, where the concept of “consciousness” is deﬁned in wholly
functional or behavioral terms (e.g., where to be conscious might be to have certain
sorts of access to information, and/or certain sorts of dispositions to make verbal
reports). For our purposes, the difference between these two views can be seen as
terminological. Both agree that we are conscious in the sense of having the functional capacities of access, report, control, and the like; and they agree that we are
not conscious in any further (non-functionally deﬁned) sense. The analytic functionalist thinks that ordinary terms such as “conscious” should be used in the ﬁrst
sort of sense (expressing a functional concept), while the eliminativist thinks that
they should be used in the second. Beyond this terminological disagreement about
the use of existing terms and concepts, the substance of the views is the same.
Some philosophers and scientists who do not explicitly embrace eliminativism,
analytic functionalism, and the like are nevertheless recognizably type-A materialists. The characteristic feature of the type-A materialist is the view that on reﬂection there is nothing in the vicinity of consciousness that needs explaining over
and above explaining the various functions: to explain these things is to explain
everything in the vicinity that needs to be explained. The relevant functions may
be quite subtle and complex, involving ﬁne-grained capacities for access, selfmonitoring, report, control, and their interaction, for example. They may also be
taken to include all sorts of environmental relations. And the explanation of these
functions will probably involve much neurobiological detail. So views that are put
forward as rejecting functionalism on the grounds that it neglects biology or
neglects the role of the environment may still be type-A views.
One might think that there is room in logical space for a view that denies even
this sort of broadly functionalist view of consciousness, but still holds that there
is no epistemic gap between physical and phenomenal truths. In practice, there
appears to be little room for such a view, for reasons that I will discuss under type
C, and there are few examples of such views in practice.12 So I will take it for
granted that a type-A view is one that holds that explaining the functions explains
everything, and will class other views that hold that there is no unclosable epistemic
gap under type C.
The obvious problem with type-A materialism is that it appears to deny the
manifest. It is an uncontested truth that we have the various functional capacities
of access, control, report, and the like, and these phenomena pose uncontested
explananda (phenomena in need of explanation) for a science of consciousness.
But in addition, it seems to be a further truth that we are conscious, and this
phenomenon seems to pose a further explanandum. It is this explanandum that
raises the interesting problems of consciousness. To ﬂatly deny the further truth,
or to deny without argument that there is a hard problem of consciousness over
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and above the easy problems, would be to make a highly counterintuitive claim
that begs the important questions. This is not to say that highly counterintuitive
claims are always false, but they need to be supported by extremely strong arguments. So the crucial question is: are there any compelling arguments for the
claim that, on reﬂection, explaining the functions explains everything?
Type-A materialists often argue by analogy. They point out that in other areas
of science, we accept that explaining the various functions explains the phenomena, so we should accept the same here. In response, an opponent may well
accept that in other domains the functions are all we need to explain. In explaining life, for example, the only phenomena that present themselves as needing
explanation are phenomena of adaptation, growth, metabolism, reproduction,
and so on, and there is nothing else that even calls out for explanation. But the
opponent holds that the case of consciousness is different and possibly unique,
precisely because there is something else, phenomenal experience, that calls out
for explanation. The type-A materialist must either deny even the appearance of a
further explanandum, which seems to deny the obvious, or accept the apparent
disanalogy and give further substantial arguments for why, contrary to appearances, only the functions need to be explained.
At this point, type-A materialists often press a different sort of analogy, holding
that at various points in the past, thinkers held that there was an analogous
epistemic gap for other phenomena, but that these turned out to be physically
explained. For example, Dennett (1996) suggests that a vitalist might have held
that there was a further “hard problem” of life over and above explaining the
biological function, but that this would have been misguided.
On examining the cases, however, the analogies do not support the type-A
materialist. Vitalists typically accepted, implicitly or explicitly, that the biological
functions in question were what needed explaining. Their vitalism arose because
they thought that the functions (adaptation, growth, reproduction, and so on)
would not be physically explained. So this is quite different from the case of
consciousness. The disanalogy is very clear in the case of Broad. Broad was a
vitalist about life, holding that the functions would require a non-mechanical
explanation. But at the same time, he held that in the case of life, unlike the case
of consciousness, the only evidence we have for the phenomenon is behavioral,
and that “being alive” means exhibiting certain sorts of behavior. Other vitalists
were less explicit, but very few of them held that something more than the
functions needed explaining (except consciousness itself, in some cases). If a
vitalist had held this, the obvious reply would have been that there is no reason to
believe in such an explanandum. So there is no analogy here.13
So these arguments by analogy have no force for the type-A materialist. In
other cases, it was always clear that structure and function exhausted the apparent
explananda, apart from those tied directly to consciousness itself. So the type-A
materialist needs to address the apparent further explanandum in the case of
consciousness head on: either ﬂatly denying it, or giving substantial arguments to
dissolve it.
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Some arguments for type-A materialists proceed indirectly, by pointing out
the unsavory metaphysical or epistemological consequences of rejecting the
view: e.g., that the rejection leads to dualism, or to problems involving knowledge of consciousness.14 An opponent will either embrace the consequences or
deny that they are consequences. As long as the consequences are not completely
untenable, then for the type-A materialist to make progress, this sort of argument
needs to be supplemented by a substantial direct argument against the further
explanandum.
Such direct arguments are surprisingly hard to ﬁnd. Many arguments for
type-A materialism end up presupposing the conclusion at crucial points. For
example, it is sometimes argued (e.g., Rey 1995) that there is no reason to
postulate qualia, since they are not needed to explain behavior; but this argument
presupposes that only behavior needs explaining. The opponent will hold that
qualia are an explanandum in their own right. Similarly, Dennett’s (1991) use of
“heterophenomenology” (verbal reports) as the primary data to ground his theory
of consciousness appears to rest on the assumption that these reports are what
need explaining, or that the only “seemings” that need explaining are dispositions
to react and report.
One way to argue for type-A materialism is to argue that there is some intermediate X such that (i) explaining functions sufﬁces to explain X, and (ii) explaining
X sufﬁces to explain consciousness. One possible X here is representation: it is
often held both that conscious states are representational states, representing
things in the world, and that we can explain representation in functional terms. If
so, it may seem to follow that we can explain consciousness in functional terms.
On examination, though, this argument appeals to an ambiguity in the notion
of representation. There is a notion of functional representation, on which P is
represented roughly when a system responds to P and/or produces behavior
appropriate for P. In this sense, explaining functioning may explain representation, but explaining representation does not explain consciousness. There is also
a notion of phenomenal representation, on which P is represented roughly when a
system has a conscious experience as if P. In this sense, explaining representation
may explain consciousness, but explaining functioning does not explain representation. Either way, the epistemic gap between the functional and the phenomenal
remains as wide as ever. Similar sorts of equivocation can be found with other X’s
that might be appealed to here, such as “perception” or “information.”
Perhaps the most interesting arguments for type-A materialism are those that
argue that we can give a physical explanation of our beliefs about consciousness,
such as the belief that we are conscious, the belief that consciousness is a further
explanandum, and the belief that consciousness is non-physical. From here it is
argued that once we have explained the belief, we have done enough to explain, or
to explain away, the phenomenon (e.g., Clark 2000, Dennett forthcoming). Here
it is worth noting that this only works if the beliefs themselves are functionally
analyzable; Chalmers (2002a) gives reason to deny this. But even if one accepts that
beliefs are ultimately functional, this claim then reduces to the claim that explaining
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our dispositions to talk about consciousness (and the like) explains everything. An
opponent will deny this claim: explaining the dispositions to report may remove
the third-person warrant (based on observation of others) for accepting a further
explanandum, but it does not remove the crucial ﬁrst-person warrant (from one’s
own case). Still, this is a strategy that deserves extended discussion.
At a certain point, the debate between type-A materialists and their opponents
usually comes down to intuition: most centrally, the intuition that consciousness
(in a non-functionally deﬁned sense) exists, or that there is something that needs
to be explained (over and above explaining the functions). This claim does not gain
its support from argument, but from a sort of observation, along with rebuttal of
counterarguments. The intuition appears to be shared by the large majority of
philosophers, scientists, and others; and it is so strong that to deny it, a type-A
materialist needs exceptionally powerful arguments. The result is that even among
materialists, type-A materialists are a distinct minority.

5.5

Type-B Materialism15

According to type-B materialism, there is an epistemic gap between the physical
and phenomenal domains, but there is no ontological gap. According to this
view, zombies and the like are conceivable, but they are not metaphysically
possible. On this view, Mary is ignorant of some phenomenal truths from inside
her room, but nevertheless these truths concern an underlying physical reality
(when she leaves the room, she learns old facts in a new way). And on this view,
while there is a hard problem distinct from the easy problems, it does not correspond to a distinct ontological domain.
The most common form of type-B materialism holds that phenomenal states
can be identiﬁed with certain physical or functional states. This identity is held to
be analogous in certain respects (although perhaps not in all respects) with the
identity between water and H2O, or between genes and DNA.16 These identities
are not derived through conceptual analysis, but are discovered empirically: the
concept water is different from the concept H2O, but they are found to refer to
the same thing in nature. On the type-B view, something similar applies to
consciousness: the concept of consciousness is distinct from any physical or functional concepts, but we may discover empirically that these refer to the same
thing in nature. In this way, we can explain why there is an epistemic gap
between the physical and phenomenal domains, while denying any ontological
gap. This yields the attractive possibility that we can acknowledge the deep
epistemic problems of consciousness while retaining a materialist worldview.
Although such a view is attractive, it faces immediate difﬁculties. These difﬁculties stem from the fact that the character of the epistemic gap with consciousness
seems to differ from that of epistemic gaps in other domains. For a start, there do
not seem to be analogs of the epistemic arguments above in the cases of water,
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genes, and so on. To explain genes, we merely have to explain why systems
function a certain way in transmitting hereditary characteristics; to explain water,
we have to explain why a substance has a certain objective structure and behavior.
Given a complete physical description of the world, Mary would be able to
deduce all the relevant truths about water and about genes, by deducing which
systems have the appropriate structure and function. Finally, it seems that we
cannot coherently conceive of a world physically identical to our own, in which
there is no water, or in which there are no genes. So there is no epistemic gap
between the complete physical truth about the world and the truth about water
and genes that is analogous to the epistemic gap with consciousness.
(Except, perhaps, for epistemic gaps that derive from the epistemic gap for
consciousness. For example, perhaps Mary could not deduce or explain the perceptual appearance of water from the physical truth about the world. But this
would just be another instance of the problem we are concerned with, and so
cannot help the type-B materialist.)
So it seems that there is something unique about the case of consciousness. We
can put this by saying that while the identity between genes and DNA is empirical, it is not epistemically primitive: the identity is itself deducible from the
complete physical truth about the world. By contrast, the type-B materialist must
hold that the identiﬁcation between consciousness and physical or functional
states is epistemically primitive: the identity is not deducible from the complete
physical truth. (If it were deducible, type-A materialism would be true instead.)
So the identity between consciousness and a physical state will be a sort of
primitive principle in one’s theory of the world.
Here, one might suggest that something has gone wrong. Elsewhere, the only
sort of place that one ﬁnds this sort of primitive principle is in the fundamental
laws of physics. Indeed, it is often held that this sort of primitiveness – the
inability to be deduced from more basic principles – is the mark of a fundamental
law of nature. In effect, the type-B materialist recognizes a principle that has the
epistemic status of a fundamental law, but gives it the ontological status of an
identity. An opponent will hold that this move is more akin to theft than to
honest toil: elsewhere, identiﬁcations are grounded in explanations, and primitive
principles are acknowledged as fundamental laws.
It is natural to suggest that the same should apply here. If one acknowledges
the epistemically primitive connection between physical states and consciousness
as a fundamental law, it will follow that consciousness is distinct from any physical
property, since fundamental laws always connect distinct properties. So the usual
standard will lead to one of the non-reductive views discussed in the second half
of this chapter. By contrast, the type-B materialist takes an observed connection
between physical and phenomenal states, unexplainable in more basic terms, and
suggests that it is an identity. This suggestion is made largely in order to preserve
a prior commitment to materialism. Unless there is an independent case for
primitive identities, the suggestion will seem at best ad hoc and mysterious, and
at worst incoherent.
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A type-B materialist might respond in various ways. First, some (e.g., Papineau
1993) suggest that identities do not need to be explained, so are always primitive.
But we have seen that identities in other domains can at least be deduced from
more basic truths, and so are not primitive in the relevant sense. Secondly, some
(e.g., Block and Stalnaker 1999) suggest that even truths involving water and
genes cannot be deduced from underlying physical truths. This matter is too
complex to go into here (see Chalmers and Jackson 2001 for a response17), but
one can note that the epistemic arguments outlined at the beginning suggest a
very strong disanalogy between consciousness and other cases. Thirdly, some
(e.g., Loar 1990/1997) acknowledge that identities involving consciousness are
unlike other identities by being epistemically primitive, but seek to explain this
uniqueness by appealing to unique features of the concept of consciousness. This
response is perhaps the most interesting, and I will return to it.
There is another line that a type-B materialist can take. One can ﬁrst note that
an identity between consciousness and physical states is not strictly required for a
materialist position. Rather, one can plausibly hold that materialism about consciousness simply requires that physical states necessitate phenomenal states, in
that it is metaphysically impossible for the physical states to be present while the
phenomenal states are absent or different. That is, materialism requires that
entailments P⊃Q be necessary, where P is the complete physical truth about the
world and Q is an arbitrary phenomenal truth.
At this point, a type-B materialist can naturally appeal to the work of Kripke
(1980), which suggests that some truths are necessarily true without being a
priori. For example, Kripke suggests that “water is H2O” is necessary – true in all
possible worlds – but not knowable a priori. Here, a type-B materialist can
suggest that P⊃Q may be a Kripkean a posteriori necessity, like “water is H2O”
(though it should be noted that Kripke himself denies this claim). If so, then we
would expect there to be an epistemic gap, since there is no a priori entailment
from P to Q, but at the same time there will be no ontological gap. In this way,
Kripke’s work can seem to be just what the type-B materialist needs.
Here, some of the issues that arose previously arise again. One can argue that
in other domains, necessities are not epistemically primitive. The necessary connection between water and H2O may be a posteriori, but it can itself be deduced
from a complete physical description of the world (one can deduce that water is
identical to H2O, from which it follows that water is necessarily H2O). The same
applies to the other necessities that Kripke discusses. By contrast, the type-B
materialist must hold that the connection between physical states and consciousness is epistemically primitive, in that it cannot be deduced from the complete
physical truth about the world. Again, one can suggest that this sort of primitive
necessary connection is mysterious and ad hoc, and that the connection should
instead be viewed as a fundamental law of nature.
I will discuss further problems with these necessities in the next section. But
here, it is worth noting that there is a sense in which any type-B materialist
position gives up on reductive explanation. Even if type-B materialism is true, we
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cannot give consciousness the same sort of explanation that we give genes and
the like, in purely physical terms. Rather, our explanation will always require
explanatorily primitive principles to bridge the gap from the physical to the
phenomenal. The explanatory structure of a theory of consciousness, on such a
view, will be very much unlike that of a materialist theory in other domains, and
very much like the explanatory structure of the non-reductive theories described
below. By labeling these principles identities or necessities rather than laws, the
view may preserve the letter of materialism; but by requiring primitive bridging
principles, it sacriﬁces much of materialism’s spirit.

5.6 The Two-Dimensional Argument Against
Type-B Materialism
As discussed above, the type-B materialist holds that zombie worlds and the like
are conceivable (there is no contradiction in P¬Q) but are not metaphysically
possible. That is, P⊃Q is held to be an a posteriori necessity, akin to such a
posteriori necessities as “water is H2O.” We can analyze this position in more
depth by taking a closer look at the Kripkean cases of a posteriori necessity. This
material is somewhat technical (hence the separate section) and can be skipped if
necessary on a ﬁrst reading.
It is often said that in Kripkean cases, conceivability does not entail possibility:
it is conceivable that water is not H2O (in that it is coherent to suppose that
water is not H2O), but it is not possible that water is not H2O. But at the same
time, it seems that there is some possibility in the vicinity of what one conceives.
When one conceives that water is not H2O, one conceives of a world W (the
XYZ-world) in which the watery liquid in the oceans is not H2O, but XYZ, say.
There is no reason to doubt that the XYZ-world is metaphysically possible. If
Kripke is correct, the XYZ-world is not correctly described as one in which water
is XYZ. Nevertheless, this world is relevant to the truth of “water is XYZ” in a
slightly different way, which can be brought out as follows.
One can say that the XYZ-world could turn out to be actual, in that for all we
know a priori, the actual world is just like the XYZ-world. And one can say that if
the XYZ-world turns out to be actual, it will turn out that water is XYZ. Similarly:
if we hypothesize that the XYZ-world is actual, we should rationally conclude on
that basis that water is not H2O. That is, there is a deep epistemic connection
between the XYZ-world and “water is not H2O.” Even Kripke allows that it is
epistemically possible that water is not H2O (in the broad sense that this is not
ruled out a priori). It seems that the epistemic possibility that the XYZ-world is
actual is a speciﬁc instance of the epistemic possibility that water is not H2O.
Here, we adopt a special attitude to a world W. We think of W as an epistemic
possibility: as a way the world might actually be. When we do this, we consider W
as actual. When we think of W as actual, it may make a given sentence S true or
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false. For example, when thinking of the XYZ-world as actual, it makes “water
is not H2O” true. This is brought out in the intuitive judgment that if W turns
out to be actual, it will turn out that water is not H2O, and that the epistemic
possibility that W is actual is an instance of the epistemic possibility that water is
H2O.
By contrast, one can also consider a world W as counterfactual. When we do
this, we acknowledge that the character of the actual world is already ﬁxed, and
we think of W as a counterfactual way things might have been but are not. If
Kripke is right, then if the watery stuff had been XYZ, XYZ would nevertheless not
have been water. So when we consider the XYZ-world as counterfactual, it does
not make “water is not H2O” true. Considered as counterfactual, we describe the
XYZ-world in light of the actual-world fact that water is H2O, and we conclude
that XYZ is not water but merely watery stuff. These results do not conﬂict: they
simply involve two different ways of considering and describing possible worlds.
Kripke’s claims consider counterfactual evaluation of worlds, whereas the claims
in the previous paragraph concern the epistemic evaluation of worlds.
One can formalize this using two-dimensional semantics.18 We can say that if W
considered as actual makes S true, then W veriﬁes S, and that if W considered as
counterfactual makes S true, then W satisﬁes S. Veriﬁcation involves the epistemic
evaluation of worlds, whereas satisfaction involves the counterfactual evaluation
of worlds. Correspondingly, we can associate S with different intensions, or functions from worlds to truth values. The primary (or epistemic) intension of S is a
function that is true at a world W iff W veriﬁes S, and the secondary (or subjunctive) intension is a function that is true at a world W if W satisﬁes S. For example,
where S is “water is not H2O,” and W is the XYZ-world, we can say that W
veriﬁes S but W does not satisfy S; and we can say that the primary intension of
S is true at W, but the secondary intension of S is false at W.
With this in mind, one can suggest that when a statement S is conceivable –
that is, when its truth cannot be ruled out a priori – then there is some world that
veriﬁes S, or equivalently, there is some world at which S’s primary intension is
true. This makes intuitive sense: when S is conceivable, S represents an epistemic
possibility. It is natural to suggest that corresponding to these epistemic possibilities are speciﬁc worlds W, such that when these are considered as epistemic
possibilities, they verify S. That is, W is such that intuitively, if W turns out to be
actual, it would turn out that S.
This model seems to ﬁt all of Kripke’s cases. For example, Kripke holds that it
is an a posteriori necessity that heat is the motion of molecules. So it is conceivable in the relevant sense that heat is not the motion of molecules. Corresponding to this conceivable scenario is a world W in which heat sensations are caused
by something other than the motion of molecules. W represents an epistemic
possibility: and we can say that if W turns out to be actual, it will turn out that
heat is not the motion of molecules. The same goes in many other cases. The
moral is that these Kripkean phenomena involve two different ways of thinking of
possible worlds, with just one underlying space of worlds.
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If this principle is applied to the case of type-B materialism, trouble immediately arises. As before, let P be the complete physical truth about the world, and
let Q be a phenomenal truth. Let us say that S is conceivable when the truth of
S is not ruled out a priori. Then one can mount an argument as follows:19
(1) P∧¬Q is conceivable.
(2) If P∧¬Q is conceivable, then a world veriﬁes P∧¬Q.
(3) If a world veriﬁes P∧¬Q, then a world satisﬁes P∧¬Q or type-F monism
is true.
(4) If a world satisﬁes P∧¬Q, materialism is false.
——
(5) Materialism is false or type-F monism is true.
The type-B materialist grants premise (1): to deny this would be to accept typeA materialism. Premise (2) is an instance of the general principle discussed above.
Premise (4) can be taken as deﬁnitive of materialism. As for premise (3): in general
one cannot immediately move from a world verifying S to a world satisfying S, as
the case of “water is H2O” (and the XYZ-world) suggests. But in the case of
P∧¬Q, a little reﬂection on the nature of P and Q takes us in that direction, as
follows.
First, Q. Here, it is plausible that if W veriﬁes “there is consciousness,” then W
satisﬁes “there is consciousness,” and vice versa. This corresponds to the Kripkean
point that in the case of consciousness, there is no distinction analogous to that
between water itself and mere watery stuff. To put it intuitively, if W veriﬁes
“there is consciousness,” it contains something that at least feels conscious, and if
something feels conscious, it is conscious. One can hold more generally that the
primary and secondary intensions of our core phenomenal concepts are the same
(see Chalmers 2002a). It follows that if world W veriﬁes ¬Q, W satisﬁes ¬Q.
(This claim is not required for the argument to go through, but it is plausible and
makes things more straightforward.)
Second, P. A type-B materialist might seek to evade the argument by arguing
that while W veriﬁes P, it does not satisfy P. On reﬂection, the only way this might
work is as follows. If a world veriﬁes P, it must have at least the structure of the
actual physical world. The only reason why W might not satisfy P is that it lacks
the intrinsic properties underlying this structure in the actual world. (On this view,
the primary intension of a physical concept picks out whatever property plays a
certain role in a given world, and the secondary intension picks out the actual
intrinsic property across all worlds.) If this difference in W is responsible for the
absence of consciousness in W, it follows that consciousness in the actual world is
not necessitated by the structural aspects of physics, but by its underlying intrinsic
nature. This is precisely the position I call type-F monism, or “panprotopsychism.”
Type-F monism is an interesting and important position, but it is much more radical
than type-B materialism as usually conceived, and I count it as a different position.
I will defer discussion of the reasoning and of the resulting position until later.
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It follows that premise (4) is correct. If a world veriﬁes P∧¬Q, then either a
world satisﬁes P∧¬Q, or type-F monism is true. Setting aside type-F monism for
now, it follows that the physical truth about our world does not necessitate the
phenomenal truth, and materialism is false.
This conclusion is in effect a consequence of (i) the claim that P∧¬Q is conceivable (in the relevant sense), (ii) the claim that when S is conceivable, there is
a world that veriﬁes S, and (iii) some straightforward reasoning. A materialist might
respond by denying (i), but that is simply to deny the relevant epistemic gap
between the physical and the phenomenal, and so to deny type-B materialism. I
think there is little promise for the type-B materialist in denying the reasoning
involved in (iii). So the only hope for the type-B materialist is to deny the central
thesis (ii).20
To do this, a type-B materialist could deny the coherence of the distinction
between veriﬁcation and satisfaction, or accept that the distinction is coherent but
deny that thesis (ii) holds even in the standard Kripkean cases, or accept that thesis
(ii) holds in the standard Kripkean cases but deny that it holds in the special case
of consciousness. The ﬁrst two options deserve exploration, but I think they are
ultimately unpromising, as the distinction and the thesis appear to ﬁt the Kripkean
phenomena very well. Ultimately, I think a type-B materialist must hold that the
case of consciousness is special, and that the thesis that holds elsewhere fails here.
On this view, the a posteriori necessities connecting the physical and phenomenal domains are much stronger than those in other domains in that they are
veriﬁed by all worlds. Elsewhere, I have called these unusual a posteriori necessities strong necessities, and have argued that there is no good reason to believe they
exist. As with explanatorily primitive identities, they appear to be primitive facts
postulated in an ad hoc way, largely in order to save a theory, with no support
from cases elsewhere. Further, one can argue that this view leads to an underlying
modal dualism, with independent primitive domains of logical and metaphysical
possibility; and one can argue that this is unacceptable.
Perhaps the most interesting response from a type-B materialist is to acknowledge that strong necessities are unique to the case of consciousness, and to try to
explain this uniqueness in terms of special features of our conceptual system. For
example, Christopher Hill (1997) has argued that one can predict the epistemic
gap in the case of consciousness from the fact that physical concepts and phenomenal concepts have different conceptual roles. Brian Loar (1990/1997) has
appealed to the claim that phenomenal concepts are recognitional concepts that
lack contingent modes of presentation. Joseph Levine (2000) has argued that
phenomenal concepts have non-ascriptive modes of presentation. In response, I
have argued (Chalmers 1999) that these responses do not work, and that there
are systematic reasons why they cannot work.21 But it is likely that further
attempts in this direction will be forthcoming. This remains one of the key areas
of debate on the metaphysics of consciousness.
Overall, my own view is that there is little reason to think that explanatorily
primitive identities or strong necessities exist. There is no good independent
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reason to believe in them: the best reason to postulate them is to save materialism, but in the context of a debate over whether materialism is true this reasoning
is uncompelling, especially if there are viable alternatives. Nevertheless, further
investigation into the key issues underlying this debate is likely to be philosophically fruitful.

5.7 Type-C Materialism
According to type-C materialism, there is a deep epistemic gap between the
physical and phenomenal domains, but it is closable in principle. On this view,
zombies and the like are conceivable for us now, but they will not be conceivable
in the limit. On this view, it currently seems that Mary lacks information about
the phenomenal, but in the limit there would be no information that she lacks.
And on this view, while we cannot see now how to solve the hard problem in
physical terms, the problem is solvable in principle.
This view is initially very attractive. It appears to acknowledge the deep explanatory gap with which we seem to be faced, while at the same time allowing
that the apparent gap may be due to our own limitations. There are different
versions of the view. Nagel (1974) has suggested that just as the Presocratics
could not have understood how matter could be energy, we cannot understand
how consciousness could be physical, but a conceptual revolution might allow the
relevant understanding. Churchland (1997) suggests that even if we cannot now
imagine how consciousness could be a physical process, that is simply a psychological limitation on our part that further progress in science will overcome. Van
Gulick (1993) suggests that conceivability arguments are question-begging, since
once we have a good explanation of consciousness, zombies and the like will no
longer be conceivable. McGinn (1989) has suggested that the problem may be
unsolvable by humans because of deep limitations in our cognitive abilities, but
that it nevertheless has a solution in principle.
One way to put the view is as follows. Zombies and the like are prima facie
conceivable (for us now, with our current cognitive processes), but they are not
ideally conceivable (under idealized rational reﬂection). Or we could say: phenomenal truths are deducible in principle from physical truths, but the deducibility
is akin to that of a complex truth of mathematics: it is accessible in principle
(perhaps accessible a priori), but is not accessible to us now, perhaps because the
reasoning required is currently beyond us, or perhaps because we do not currently grasp all the required physical truths. If this is so, then it will appear to us
that there is a gap between physical processes and consciousness, but there will be
no gap in nature.
Despite its appeal, I think that the type-C view is inherently unstable. Upon
examination, it turns out either to be untenable, or to collapse into one of the
other views on the table. In particular, it seems that the view must collapse into
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a version of type-A materialism, type-B materialism, type-D dualism, or type-F
monism, and so is not ultimately a distinct option.
One way to hold that the epistemic gap might be closed in the limit is to hold
that in the limit, we will see that explaining the functions explains everything, and
that there is no further explanandum. It is at least coherent to hold that we
currently suffer from some sort of conceptual confusion or unclarity that leads us
to believe that there is a further explanandum, and that this situation could be
cleared up by better reasoning. I will count this position as a version of type-A
materialism, not type-C materialism: it is obviously closely related to standard
type-A materialism (the main difference is whether we have yet had the relevant
insight), and the same issues arise. Like standard type-A materialism, this view
ultimately stands or falls with the strength of (actual and potential) ﬁrst-order
arguments that dissolve any apparent further explanandum.
Once type-A materialism is set aside, the potential options for closing the
epistemic gap are highly constrained. These constraints are grounded in the
nature of physical concepts, and in the nature of the concept of consciousness.
The basic problem has already been mentioned. First: physical descriptions of the
world characterize the world in terms of structure and dynamics. Secondly: from
truths about structure and dynamics, one can deduce only further truths about
structure and dynamics. And thirdly: truths about consciousness are not truths
about structure and dynamics. But we can take these steps one at a time.
First, a microphysical description of the world speciﬁes a distribution of particles, ﬁelds, and waves in space and time. These basic systems are characterized by
their spatio-temporal properties, and properties such as mass, charge, and quantum wave function state. These latter properties are ultimately deﬁned in terms of
spaces of states that have a certain abstract structure (e.g., the space of continuously varying real quantities, or of Hilbert space states), such that the states play
a certain causal role with respect to other states. We can subsume spatio-temporal
descriptions and descriptions in terms of properties in these formal spaces under
the rubric of structural descriptions. The state of these systems can change over
time in accord with dynamic principles deﬁned over the relevant properties. The
result is a description of the world in terms of its underlying spatio-temporal and
formal structure, and dynamic evolution over this structure.
Some type-C materialists hold we do not yet have a complete physics, so we
cannot know what such a physics might explain. But here we do not need to have
a complete physics: we simply need the claim that physical descriptions are in
terms of structure and dynamics. This point is general across physical theories.
Such novel theories as relativity, quantum mechanics, and the like may introduce
new structures, and new dynamics over those structures, but the general point
(and the gap with consciousness) remains.
A type-C materialist might hold that there could be new physical theories that
go beyond structure and dynamics. But given the character of physical explanation,
it is unclear what sort of theory this could be. Novel physical properties are postulated for their potential in explaining existing physical phenomena, themselves
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characterized in terms of structure and dynamics, and it seems that structure and
dynamics always sufﬁce here. One possibility is that instead of postulating novel
properties, physics might end up appealing to consciousness itself, in the way that
some theorists hold that quantum mechanics does. This possibility cannot be
excluded, but it leads to a view on which consciousness is itself irreducible, and is
therefore to be classed in a non-reductive category (type D or type F).
There is one appeal to a “complete physics” that should be taken seriously.
This is the idea that current physics characterizes its underlying properties (such
as mass and charge) in terms of abstract structures and relations, but it leaves
open their intrinsic natures. On this view, a complete physical description of the
world must also characterize the intrinsic properties that ground these structures
and relations; and once such intrinsic properties are invoked, physics will go
beyond structure and dynamics, in such a way that truths about consciousness
may be entailed. The relevant intrinsic properties are unknown to us, but they are
knowable in principle. This is an important position, but it is precisely the position discussed under type F, so I defer discussion of it until then.
Secondly, what can be inferred from this sort of description in terms of structure and dynamics? A low-level microphysical description can entail all sorts of
surprising and interesting macroscopic properties, as with the emergence of chemistry from physics, of biology from chemistry, or more generally of complex
emergent behaviors in complex systems theory. But in all these cases, the complex
properties that are entailed are nevertheless structural and dynamic: they describe
complex spatio-temporal structures and complex dynamic patterns of behavior
over those structures. So these cases support the general principle that, from
structure and dynamics, one can infer only structure and dynamics.
A type-C materialist might suggest there are some truths that are not themselves structural-dynamical that are nevertheless implied by a structural-dynamical
description. It might be argued, perhaps, that truths about representation or belief
have this character. But as we saw earlier, it seems clear that any sense in which
these truths are implied by a structural-dynamic description involves a tacitly
functional sense of representation or of belief. This is what we would expect: if
claims involving these can be seen (on conceptual grounds) to be true in virtue of
a structural-dynamic descriptions holding, the notions involved must themselves
be structural-dynamic, at some level.
One might hold that there is some intermediate notion X, such that truths
about X hold in virtue of structural-dynamic descriptions, and truths about consciousness hold in virtue of X. But as in the case of type-A materialism, either X
is functionally analyzable (in the broad sense), in which case the second step fails,
or X is not functionally analyzable, in which case the ﬁrst step fails. This is
brought out clearly in the case of representation: for the notion of functional
representation, the ﬁrst step fails, and for the notion of phenomenal representation, the second step fails. So this sort of strategy can only work by equivocation.
Thirdly, does explaining or deducing complex structure and dynamics sufﬁce to
explain or deduce consciousness? It seems clearly not, for the usual reasons. Mary
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could know from her black-and-white room all about the spatio-temporal structure and dynamics of the world at all levels, but this will not tell her what it is like
to see red. For any complex macroscopic structural or dynamic description of a
system, one can conceive of that description being instantiated without consciousness. And explaining structure and dynamics of a human system is only to
solve the easy problems, while leaving the hard problems untouched. To resist
this last step, an opponent would have to hold that explaining structure and
dynamics thereby sufﬁces to explain consciousness. The only remotely tenable way
to do this would be to embrace type-A materialism, which we have set aside.
A type-C materialist might suggest that instead of leaning on dynamics (as a
type-A materialist does), one could lean on structure. Here, spatio-temporal structure seems very unpromising: to explain a system’s size, shape, position, motion,
and so on is clearly not to explain consciousness. A ﬁnal possibility is leaning on
the structure present in conscious states themselves. Conscious states have structure: there is both internal structure within a single complex conscious state, and
there are patterns of similarities and differences between conscious states. But this
structure is a distinctively phenomenal structure, quite different in kind from the
spatio-temporal and formal structure present in physics. The structure of a complex phenomenal state is not spatio-temporal structure (although it may involve
the representation of spatio-temporal structure), and the similarities and differences between phenomenal states are not formal similarities and differences, but
differences between speciﬁc phenomenal characters. This is reﬂected in the fact
that one can conceive of any spatio-temporal structure and formal structure without any associated phenomenal structure; one can know about the ﬁrst without
knowing about the second; and so on. So the epistemic gap is as wide as ever.
The basic problem with any type-C materialist strategy is that epistemic implication from A to B requires some sort of conceptual hook by virtue of which the
condition described in A can satisfy the conceptual requirements for the truth of
B. When a physical account implies truths about life, for example, it does so in
virtue of implying information about the macroscopic functioning of physical
systems, of the sort required for life: here, broadly functional notions provide the
conceptual hook. But in the case of consciousness, no such conceptual hook is
available, given the structural-dynamic character of physical concepts, and the
quite different character of the concept of consciousness.
Ultimately, it seems that any type-C strategy is doomed for familiar reasons.
Once we accept that the concept of consciousness is not itself a functional concept, and that physical descriptions of the world are structural-dynamic descriptions, there is simply no conceptual room for it to be implied by a physical
description. So the only room left is to hold that consciousness is a broadly
functional concept after all (accepting type-A materialism), to hold that there is
more in physics than structure and dynamics (accepting type-D dualism or typeF monism), or to hold that the truth of materialism does not require an implication from physics to consciousness (accepting type-B materialism).22 So in the
end, there is no separate space for the type-C materialist.
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5.8 Interlude
Are there any other options for the materialist? One further option is to reject the
distinctions on which this taxonomy rests. For example, some philosophers, especially followers of Quine (1951), reject any distinction between conceptual truth
and empirical truth, or between the a priori and the a posteriori, or between the
contingent and the necessary. One who is sufﬁciently Quinean might therefore
reject the distinction between type-A and type-B materialism, holding that talk of
epistemic implication and/or modal entailment is ungrounded, but that materialism is true nevertheless. We might call such a view type-Q materialism. Still, even
on this view, similar issues arise. Some Quineans hold that explaining the functions explains everything (Dennett may be an example); if so, all the problems of
type-A materialism arise. Others hold that we can postulate identities between
physical states and conscious states in virtue of the strong isomorphic connections
between them in nature (Paul Churchland may be an example); if so, the problems of type-B materialism arise. Others may appeal to novel future sorts of
explanation; if so, the problems of type-C materialism arise. So the Quinean
approach cannot avoid the relevant problems.
Leaving this sort of view aside, it looks like the only remotely viable options for
the materialist are type-A materialism and type-B materialism. I think that other
views are either ultimately unstable, or collapse into one of these (or the three
remaining options).23 It seems to me that the costs of these views – denying the
manifest explanandum in the ﬁrst case, and embracing primitive identities or
strong necessities in the second case – suggest very strongly that they are to be
avoided unless there are no viable alternatives.
So the residual question is whether there are viable alternatives. If consciousness is not necessitated by physical truths, then it must involve something
ontologically novel in the world: to use Kripke’s metaphor, after ﬁxing all the
physical truths, God had to do more work to ﬁx all the truths about consciousness. That is, there must be ontologically fundamental features of the world over
and above the features characterized by physical theory. We are used to the idea
that some features of the world are fundamental: in physics, features such as
spacetime, mass, and charge are taken as fundamental and not further explained.
If the arguments against materialism are correct, these features from physics do
not exhaust the fundamental features of the world: we need to expand our
catalog of the world’s basic features.
There are two possibilities here. First, it could be that consciousness is itself a
fundamental feature of the world, like spacetime and mass. In this case, we can
say that phenomenal properties are fundamental. Secondly, it could be that consciousness is not itself fundamental, but is necessitated by some more primitive
fundamental feature X that is not itself necessitated by physics. In this case, we
might call X a protophenomenal property, and we can say that protophenomenal
properties are fundamental. I will typically put things in terms of the ﬁrst possibility
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for ease of discussion, but the discussion that follows applies equally to the
second. Either way, consciousness involves something novel and fundamental in
the world.
The question then arises: how do these novel fundamental properties relate to
the already acknowledged fundamental properties of the world, namely those
invoked in microphysics? In general, where there are fundamental properties,
there are fundamental laws. So we can expect that there will be some sort of
fundamental principles – psychophysical laws – connecting physical and phenomenal properties. Like the fundamental laws of relativity or quantum mechanics,
these psychophysical laws will not be deducible from more basic principles, but
instead will be taken as primitive.
But what is the character of these laws? An immediate worry is that the
microphysical aspects of the world are often held to be causally closed, in that
every microphysical state has a microphysical sufﬁcient cause. How are fundamental phenomenal properties to be integrated with this causally closed network?
There seem to be three main options for the non-reductionist here. First, one
could deny the causal closure of the microphysical, holding that there are causal
gaps in microphysical dynamics that are ﬁlled by a causal role for distinct phenomenal properties: this is type-D dualism. Secondly, one could accept the causal
closure of the microphysical and hold that phenomenal properties play no causal
role with respect to the physical network: this is type-E dualism. Thirdly, one
could accept that the microphysical network is causally closed, but hold that
phenomenal properties are nevertheless integrated with it and play a causal role,
by virtue of constituting the intrinsic nature of the physical: this is type-F monism.
In what follows, I will discuss each of these views. The discussion is necessarily
speculative in certain respects, and I do not claim to establish that any one of the
views is true or completely unproblematic. But I do aim to suggest that none of
them has obvious fatal ﬂaws, and that each deserves further investigation.

5.9

Type-D Dualism

Type-D dualism holds that microphysics is not causally closed, and that phenomenal properties play a causal role in affecting the physical world.24 On this view,
usually known as interactionism, physical states will cause phenomenal states, and
phenomenal states cause physical states. The corresponding psychophysical laws
will run in both directions. On this view, the evolution of microphysical states
will not be determined by physical principles alone. Psychophysical principles
specifying the effect of phenomenal states on physical states will also play an
irreducible role.
The most familiar version of this sort of view is Descartes’s substance dualism
(hence D for Descartes), on which there are separate interacting mental and
physical substances or entities. But this sort of view is also compatible with a
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property dualism, on which there is just one sort of substance or entity with both
physical and phenomenal fundamental properties, such that the phenomenal properties play an irreducible role in affecting the physical properties. In particular, the
view is compatible with an “emergentist” view such as Broad’s, on which phenomenal properties are ontologically novel properties of physical systems (not
deducible from microphysical properties alone), and have novel effects on
microphysical properties (not deducible from microphysical principles alone). Such
a view would involve basic principles of “downward” causation of the mental on
the microphysical (hence also D for downward causation).
It is sometimes objected that distinct physical and mental states could not
interact, since there is no causal nexus between them. But one lesson from Hume
and from modern science is that the same goes for any fundamental causal
interactions, including those found in physics. Newtonian science reveals no causal
nexus by which gravitation works, for example; rather, the relevant laws are
simply fundamental. The same goes for basic laws in other physical theories.
And the same, presumably, applies to fundamental psychophysical laws: there is
no need for a causal nexus distinct from the physical and mental properties
themselves.
By far the most inﬂuential objection to interactionism is that it is incompatible
with physics. It is widely held that science tells us that the microphysical realm is
causally closed, so that there is no room for mental states to have any effects. An
interactionist might respond in various ways. For example, it could be suggested
that although no experimental studies have revealed these effects, none has ruled
them out. It might further be suggested that physical theory allows any number
of basic forces (four as things stand, but there is always room for more), and that
an extra force associated with a mental ﬁeld would be a reasonable extension of
existing physical theory. These suggestions would invoke signiﬁcant revisions to
physical theory, so are not to be made lightly; but one could argue that nothing
rules them out.
By far the strongest response to this objection, however, is to suggest that far
from ruling out interactionism, contemporary physics is positively encouraging to
the possibility. On the standard formulation of quantum mechanics, the state of
the world is described by a wave function, according to which physical entities are
often in a superposed state (e.g., in a superposition of two different positions),
even though superpositions are never directly observed. On the standard dynamics,
the wave function can evolve in two ways: linear evolution by the Schrödinger
equation (which tends to produce superposed states), and non-linear collapses
from superposed states into non-superposed states. Schrödinger evolution is
deterministic, but collapse is non-deterministic. Schrödinger evolution is constantly ongoing, but on the standard formulation, collapses occur only occasionally, on measurement.
The collapse dynamics leaves a door wide open for an interactionist interpretation.
Any physical non-determinism might be held to leave room for non-physical effects,
but the principles of collapse do much more than that. Collapse is supposed to
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occur on measurement. There is no widely agreed deﬁnition of what a measurement is, but there is one sort of event that everyone agrees is a measurement:
observation by a conscious observer. Further, it seems that no purely physical
criterion for a measurement can work, since purely physical systems are governed
by the linear Schrödinger dynamics. As such, it is natural to suggest that a
measurement is precisely a conscious observation, and that this conscious observation causes a collapse.
The claim should not be too strong: quantum mechanics does not force this
interpretation of the situation onto us, and there are alternative interpretations of
quantum mechanics on which there are no collapses, or on which measurement
has no special role in collapse.25 Nevertheless, quantum mechanics appears to be
perfectly compatible with such an interpretation. In fact, one might argue that if
one were to design elegant laws of physics that allow a role for the conscious
mind, one could not do much better than the bipartite dynamics of standard
quantum mechanics: one principle governing deterministic evolution in normal
cases, and one principle governing non-deterministic evolution in special situations that have a prima facie link to the mental.
Of course such an interpretation of quantum mechanics is controversial. Many
physicists reject it precisely because it is dualistic, giving a fundamental role to
consciousness. This rejection is not surprising, but it carries no force when we
have independent reason to hold that consciousness may be fundamental. There
is some irony in the fact that philosophers reject interactionism on largely physical
grounds26 (it is incompatible with physical theory), while physicists reject an
interactionist interpretation of quantum mechanics on largely philosophical grounds
(it is dualistic). Taken conjointly, these reasons carry little force, especially in light
of the arguments against materialism elsewhere in this chapter.
This sort of interpretation needs to be formulated in detail to be assessed.27 I
think the most promising version of such an interpretation allows conscious states
to be correlated with the total quantum state of a system, with the extra constraint that conscious states (unlike physical states) can never be superposed. In a
conscious physical system such as a brain, the physical and phenomenal states of
the system will be correlated in a (non-superposed) quantum state. Upon observation of a superposed system, then Schrödinger evolution at the moment of
observation would cause the observed system to become correlated with the
brain, yielding a resulting superposition of brain states and so (by psychophysical
correlation) a superposition of conscious states. But such a superposition cannot
occur, so one of the potential resulting conscious states is somehow selected
(presumably by a non-deterministic dynamic principle at the phenomenal level).
The result is that (by psychophysical correlation) a deﬁnite brain state and a
deﬁnite state of the observed object are also selected. The same might apply to
the connection between consciousness and non-conscious processes in the brain:
when superposed non-conscious processes threaten to affect consciousness, there
will be some sort of selection. In this way, there is a causal role for consciousness
in the physical world.
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(Interestingly, such a theory may be empirically testable. In quantum mechanics,
collapse theories yield predictions slightly different from no-collapse theories, and
different hypotheses about the location of collapse yield predictions that differ from
each other, although the differences are extremely subtle and are currently impossible to measure. If the relevant experiments can one day be performed, some
outcomes would give us strong reason to accept a collapse theory, and might in
turn give us grounds to accept a role for consciousness. As a bonus, this could
even yield an empirical criterion for the presence of consciousness.)
There are any number of further questions concerning the precise formulation of
such a view, its compatibility with physical theory more generally (e.g., relativity and
quantum ﬁeld theory), and its philosophical tenability (e.g., does this view yield
the sort of causal role that we are inclined to think consciousness must have). But
at the very least, it cannot be said that physical theory immediately rules out the
possibility of an interactionist theory. Those who make this claim often raise their
eyebrows when a speciﬁc theory such as quantum mechanics is mentioned; but this
is quite clearly an inconsistent set of attitudes. If physics is supposed to rule out
interactionism, then careful attention to the detail of physical theory is required.
All this suggests that there is at least room for a viable interactionism to be
explored, and that the most common objection to interactionism has little force. Of
course it does not entail that interactionism is true. There is much that is attractive
about the view of the physical world as causally closed, and there is little direct
evidence from cognitive science of the hypothesis that behavior cannot be wholly
explained in terms of physical causes. Still, if we have independent reason to think
that consciousness is irreducible, and if we wish to retain the intuitive view that
consciousness plays a causal role, then this is a view to be taken very seriously.

5.10 Type-E Dualism
Type-E dualism holds that phenomenal properties are ontologically distinct from
physical properties, and that the phenomenal has no effect on the physical.28 This
is the view usually known as epiphenomenalism (hence type-E): physical states cause
phenomenal states, but not vice versa. On this view, psychophysical laws run in
one direction only, from physical to phenomenal. The view is naturally combined
with the view that the physical realm is causally closed: this further claim is not
essential to type-E dualism, but it provides much of the motivation for the view.
As with type-D dualism, type-E dualism is compatible with a substance dualism
with distinct physical and mental substances or entities, and is also compatible
with a property dualism with one sort of substance or entity and two sorts of
property. Again, it is compatible with an emergentism such as Broad’s, on which
mental properties are ontologically novel emergent properties of an underlying
entity, but in this case although there are emergent qualities, there is no emergent
downward causation.
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Type-E dualism is usually put forward as respecting both consciousness and
science: it simultaneously accommodates the anti-materialist arguments about
consciousness and the causal closure of the physical. At the same time, type-E
dualism is frequently rejected as deeply counterintuitive. If type-E dualism is
correct, then phenomenal states have no effect on our actions, physically construed. For example, a sensation of pain will play no causal role in my hand’s
moving away from a ﬂame; my experience of decision will play no causal role in
my moving to a new country; and a sensation of red will play no causal role in my
producing the utterance “I am experiencing red now.” These consequences are
often held to be obviously false, or at least unacceptable.
Still, the type-E dualist can reply that there is no direct evidence that contradicts
their view. Our evidence reveals only regular connections between phenomenal
states and actions, so that certain sorts of experience are typically followed by certain
sorts of action. Being exposed to this sort of constant conjunction produces a
strong belief in a causal connection (as Hume pointed out in another context);
but it is nevertheless compatible with the absence of a causal connection. Indeed,
it seems that if epiphenomenalism were true, we would have exactly the same
evidence, and be led to believe that consciousness has a causal role for much the
same reasons. So if epiphenomenalism is otherwise coherent and acceptable, it
seems that these considerations do not provide strong reasons to reject it.29
Another objection holds that if consciousness is epiphenomenal, it could not
have evolved by natural selection. The type-E dualist has a straightforward reply,
however. On the type-E view, there are fundamental psychophysical laws associating physical and phenomenal properties. If evolution selects appropriate physical properties (perhaps involving physical or informational conﬁgurations in the
brain), then the psychophysical laws will ensure that phenomenal properties are
instantiated, too. If the laws have the right form, one can even expect that, as
more complex physical systems are selected, more complex states of consciousness
will evolve. In this way, physical evolution will carry the evolution of consciousness along with it as a sort of by-product.
Perhaps the most interesting objections to epiphenomenalism focus on the
relation between consciousness and representations of consciousness. It is certainly at least strange to suggest that consciousness plays no causal role in my
utterances of “I am conscious.” Some have suggested more strongly that this
rules out any knowledge of consciousness. It is often held that if a belief about X
is to qualify as knowledge, the belief must be caused in some fashion by X. But if
consciousness does not affect physical states, and if beliefs are physically constituted, then consciousness cannot cause beliefs. And even if beliefs are not physically constituted, it is not clear how epiphenomenalism can accommodate a causal
connection between consciousness and belief.
In response, an epiphenomenalist can deny that knowledge always requires a
causal connection. One can argue on independent grounds that there is a stronger
connection between consciousness and beliefs about consciousness: consciousness
plays a role in constituting phenomenal concepts and phenomenal beliefs. A red
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experience plays a role in constituting a belief that one is having a red experience,
for example. If so, there is no causal distance between the experience and the
belief. And one can argue that this immediate connection to experience and belief
allows for the belief to be justiﬁed. If this is right, then epiphenomenalism poses
no obstacle to knowledge of consciousness.
A related objection holds that my zombie twin would produce the same reports
(e.g., “I am conscious”), caused by the same mechanisms, and that his reports are
unjustiﬁed; if so, my own reports are unjustiﬁed. In response, one can hold that
the true bearers of justiﬁcation are beliefs, and that my zombie twin and I have
different beliefs, involving different concepts, because of the role that consciousness
plays in constituting my concepts but not the zombie’s. Further, the fact that we
produce isomorphic reports implies that a third-person observer might not be any
more justiﬁed in believing that I am conscious than that the zombie is conscious,
but it does not imply a difference in ﬁrst-person justiﬁcation. The ﬁrst-person
justiﬁcation for my belief that I am conscious is not grounded in any way in my
reports but rather in my experiences themselves, experiences that the zombie lacks.
I think that there is no knock-down objection to epiphenomenalism here. Still,
it must be acknowledged that the situation is at least odd and counterintuitive.
The oddness of epiphenomenalism is exacerbated by the fact that the relationship
between consciousness and reports about consciousness seems to be something of
a lucky coincidence, on the epiphenomenalist view. After all, if psychophysical
laws are independent of physical evolution, then there will be possible worlds
where physical evolution is the same as ours but the psychophysical laws are very
different, so that there is a radical mismatch between reports and experiences. It
seems lucky that we are in a world whose psychophysical laws match them up so
well. In response, an epiphenomenalist might try to make the case that these laws
are somehow the most “natural” and are to be expected; but there is at least a
signiﬁcant burden of proof here.
Overall, I think that epiphenomenalism is a coherent view without fatal problems. At the same time, it is an inelegant view, producing a fragmented picture of
nature, on which physical and phenomenal properties are only very weakly integrated in the natural world. And of course it is a counterintuitive view that many
people ﬁnd difﬁcult to accept. Inelegance and counterintuitiveness are better than
incoherence; so if good arguments force us to epiphenomenalism as the most
coherent view, then we should take it seriously. But at the same time, we have
good reason to examine other views very carefully.

5.11 Type-F Monism
Type-F monism is the view that consciousness is constituted by the intrinsic
properties of fundamental physical entities: that is, by the categorical bases of
fundamental physical dispositions.30 On this view, phenomenal or protophenomenal
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properties are located at the fundamental level of physical reality, and, in a certain
sense, underlie physical reality itself.
This view takes its cue from Bertrand Russell’s discussion of physics in The
Analysis of Matter (1927). Russell pointed out that physics characterizes physical
entities and properties by their relations to one another and to us. For example,
a quark is characterized by its relations to other physical entities, and a property
such as mass is characterized by an associated dispositional role, such as the
tendency to resist acceleration. At the same time, physics says nothing about the
intrinsic nature of these entities and properties. Where we have relations and
dispositions, we expect some underlying intrinsic properties that ground the
dispositions, characterizing the entities that stand in these relations.31 But physics
is silent about the intrinsic nature of a quark, or about the intrinsic properties that
play the role associated with mass. So this is one metaphysical problem: what are
the intrinsic properties of fundamental physical systems?
At the same time, there is another metaphysical problem: how can phenomenal
properties be integrated with the physical world? Phenomenal properties seem to
be intrinsic properties that are hard to ﬁt in with the structural/dynamic character
of physical theory; and arguably, they are the only intrinsic properties of which we
have direct knowledge. Russell’s insight was that we might solve both these
problems at once. Perhaps the intrinsic properties of the physical world are themselves phenomenal properties. Or perhaps the intrinsic properties of the physical
world are not phenomenal properties, but nevertheless constitute phenomenal
properties: that is, perhaps they are protophenomenal properties. If so, then
consciousness and physical reality are deeply intertwined.
This view holds the promise of integrating phenomenal and physical properties
very tightly in the natural world. Here, nature consists of entities with intrinsic
(proto)phenomenal qualities standing in causal relations within a spacetime manifold. Physics as we know it emerges from the relations between these entities,
whereas consciousness as we know it emerges from their intrinsic nature. As a
bonus, this view is perfectly compatible with the causal closure of the microphysical,
and indeed with existing physical laws. The view can retain the structure of
physical theory as it already exists; it simply supplements this structure with an
intrinsic nature. And the view acknowledges a clear causal role for consciousness
in the physical world: (proto)phenomenal properties serve as the ultimate categorical basis of all physical causation.
This view has elements in common with both materialism and dualism. From
one perspective, it can be seen as a sort of materialism. If one holds that physical
terms refer not to dispositional properties but the underlying intrinsic properties,
then the protophenomenal properties can be seen as physical properties, thus
preserving a sort of materialism. From another perspective, it can be seen as a sort
of dualism. The view acknowledges phenomenal or protophenomenal properties as ontologically fundamental, and it retains an underlying duality between
structural-dispositional properties (those directly characterized in physical theory)
and intrinsic protophenomenal properties (those responsible for consciousness).
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One might suggest that while the view arguably ﬁts the letter of materialism, it
shares the spirit of anti-materialism.
In its protophenomenal form, the view can be seen as a sort of neutral monism:
there are underlying neutral properties X (the protophenomenal properties), such
that the X properties are simultaneously responsible for constituting the physical
domain (by their relations) and the phenomenal domain (by their collective
intrinsic nature). In its phenomenal form, it can be seen as a sort of idealism, such
that mental properties constitute physical properties, although these need not be
mental properties in the mind of an observer, and they may need to be supplemented by causal and spatio-temporal properties in addition. One could also
characterize this form of the view as a sort of panpsychism, with phenomenal
properties ubiquitous at the fundamental level. One could give the view in its
most general form the name panprotopsychism, with either protophenomenal or
phenomenal properties underlying all of physical reality.
A type-F monist may have one of a number of attitudes to the zombie argument against materialism. Some type-F monists may hold that a complete physical
description must be expanded to include an intrinsic description, and may consequently deny that zombies are conceivable. (We only think we are conceiving
of a physically identical system because we overlook intrinsic properties.) Others
could maintain that existing physical concepts refer via dispositions to those
intrinsic properties that ground the dispositions. If so, these concepts have different primary and secondary intensions, and a type-F monist could correspondingly
accept conceivability but deny possibility: we misdescribe the conceived world as
physically identical to ours, when in fact it is just structurally identical.32 Finally, a
type-F monist might hold that physical concepts refer to dispositional properties,
so that zombies are both conceivable and possible, and the intrinsic properties are
not physical properties. The differences between these three attitudes seem to be
ultimately terminological rather than substantive.
As for the knowledge argument, a type-F monist might insist that for Mary to
have complete physical knowledge, she would have to have a description of the
world involving concepts that directly characterize the intrinsic properties; if she
had this (as opposed to her impoverished description involving dispositional concepts), she might thereby be in a position to know what it is like to see red.
Regarding the explanatory argument, a type-F monist might hold that physical
accounts involving intrinsic properties can explain more than structure and function. Alternatively, a type-F monist who sticks to dispositional physical concepts
will make responses analogous to one of the other two responses above.
The type-F view is admittedly speculative, and it can sound strange at ﬁrst
hearing. Many ﬁnd it extremely counterintuitive to suppose that fundamental
physical systems have phenomenal properties: e.g., that there is something it is
like to be an electron. The protophenomenal version of the view rejects this
claim, but retains something of its strangeness: it seems that any properties responsible for constituting consciousness must be strange and unusual properties,
of a sort that we might not expect to ﬁnd in microphysical reality. Still, it is not
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clear that this strangeness yields any strong objections. Like epiphenomenalism,
the view appears to be compatible with all our evidence, and there is no direct
evidence against it. One can argue that if the view were true, things would appear
to us just as they in fact appear. And we have learned from modern physics that
the world is a strange place: we cannot expect it to obey all the dictates of
common sense.
One might also object that we do not have any conception of what protophenomenal properties might be like, or of how they could constitute phenomenal
properties. This is true, but one could suggest that this is merely a product of our
ignorance. In the case of familiar physical properties, there were principled reasons
(based on the character of physical concepts) for denying a constitutive connection to phenomenal properties. Here, there are no such principled reasons. At
most, there is ignorance and absence of a connection. Of course it would be very
desirable to form a positive conception of protophenomenal properties. Perhaps
we can do this indirectly, by some sort of theoretical inference from the character
of phenomenal properties to their underlying constituents; or perhaps knowledge
of the nature of protophenomenal properties will remain beyond us. Either way,
this is no reason to reject the truth of the view.33
There is one sort of principled problem in the vicinity, pointed out by William
James (1890: ch. 6). Our phenomenology has a rich and speciﬁc structure: it
is uniﬁed, bounded, differentiated into many different aspects, but with an underlying homogeneity to many of the aspects, and appears to have a single subject
of experience. It is not easy to see how a distribution of a large number of
individual microphysical systems, each with their own protophenomenal properties, could somehow add up to this rich and speciﬁc structure. Should one
not expect something more like a disuniﬁed, jagged collection of phenomenal
spikes?
This is a version of the combination problem for panpsychism (Seagar 1995), or
what Stoljar (2001) calls the structural mismatch problem for the Russellian view
(see also Foster 1991: 119–30). To answer it, it seems that we need a much
better understanding of the compositional principles of phenomenology: that is,
the principles by which phenomenal properties can be composed or constituted
from underlying phenomenal properties, or protophenomenal properties. We have
a good understanding of the principles of physical composition, but no real
understanding of the principles of phenomenal composition. This is an area that
deserves much close attention: I think it is easily the most serious problem for the
type-F monist view. At this point, it is an open question whether or not the
problem can be solved.
Some type-F monists appear to hold that they can avoid the combination
problem by holding that phenomenal properties are the intrinsic properties of
high-level physical dispositions (e.g., those involved in neural states), and need
not be constituted by the intrinsic properties of microphysical states (hence they
may also deny panprotopsychism). But this seems to be untenable: if the lowlevel network is causally closed and the high-level intrinsic properties are not
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constituted by low-level intrinsic properties, the high-level intrinsic properties will
be epiphenomenal all over again, for familiar reasons. The only way to embrace
this position would seem to be in combination with a denial of microphysical
causal closure, holding that there are fundamental dispositions above the microphysical level, which have phenomenal properties as their grounds. But such a
view would be indistinguishable from type-D dualism.34 So a distinctive type-F
monism will have to face the combination problem directly.
Overall, type-F monism promises a deeply integrated and elegant view of nature. No one has yet developed any sort of detailed theory in this class, and it is
not yet clear whether such a theory can be developed. But at the same time, there
appear to be no strong reasons to reject the view. As such, type-F monism is
likely to provide fertile grounds for further investigation, and it may ultimately
provide the best integration of the physical and the phenomenal within the
natural world.

5.12 Conclusions
Are there any other options for the non-reductionist? There are two views that
may not ﬁt straightforwardly into the categories above.
First, some non-materialists hold that phenomenal properties are ontologically
wholly distinct from physical properties, that microphysics is causally closed, but
that phenomenal properties play a causal role with respect to the physical nevertheless. One way this might happen is by a sort of causal overdetermination:
physical states causally determine behavior, but phenomenal states cause behavior
at the same time. Another is by causal mediation: it might be that in at least some
instances of microphysical causation from A to B, there is actually a causal connection from A to the mind to B, so that the mind enters the causal nexus
without altering the structure of the network. And there may be further strategies
here. We might call this class type-O dualism (taking overdetermination as a
paradigm case). These views share much of the structure of the type-E view
(causally closed physical world, distinct phenomenal properties), but escapes the
charge of epiphenomenalism. The special causal setups of these views may be
hard to swallow, and they share some of the same problems as the type-E view
(e.g., the fragmented view of nature, and the “lucky” psychophysical laws), but
this class should nevertheless be put on the table as an option.35
Second, some non-materialists are idealists (in a Berkeleyan sense), holding that
the physical world is itself constituted by the conscious states of an observing
agent. We might call this view type-I monism. It shares with type-F monism the
property that phenomenal states play a role in constituting physical reality, but on
the type-I view this happens in a very different way: not by having separate
“microscopic” phenomenal states underlying each physical state, but rather by
having physical states constituted holistically by a “macroscopic” phenomenal
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mind. This view seems to be non-naturalistic in a much deeper sense than any of
the views above, and in particular seems to suffer from an absence of causal or
explanatory closure in nature: once the natural explanation in terms of the external world is removed, highly complex regularities among phenomenal states have
to be taken as unexplained in terms of simpler principles. But again, this sort of
view should at least be acknowledged.
As I see things, the best options for a non-reductionist are type-D dualism,
type-E dualism, or type-F monism: that is, interactionism, epiphenomenalism, or
panprotopsychism. If we acknowledge the epistemic gap between the physical
and the phenomenal, and we rule out primitive identities and strong necessities,
then we are led to a disjunction of these three views. Each of the views has at least
some promise, and none has clear fatal ﬂaws. For my part, I give some credence
to each of them. I think that in some ways the type-F view is the most appealing,
but this sense is largely grounded in aesthetic considerations whose force is
unclear.
The choice between these three views may depend in large part on the development of speciﬁc theories within these frameworks. Especially for the type-D
view and type-F view, further theoretical work is crucial in assessing the theories
(e.g., in explicating quantum interactionism, or in understanding phenomenal
composition). It may also be that the empirical science of consciousness will give
some guidance. As the science progresses, we will be led to infer simple principles
that underlie correlations between physical and phenomenal states. It may be that
these principles turn out to point strongly toward one or the other of these views:
e.g., if simple principles connecting microphysical states to phenomenal or
protophenomenal states can do the explanatory work, then we may have reason
to favor a type-F view, while if the principles latch onto the physical world at a
higher level, then we may have reason to favor a type-D or type-E view. And if
consciousness has a speciﬁc pattern of effects on the physical world, as the typeD view suggests, then empirical studies ought in principle to be able to ﬁnd these
effects, although perhaps only with great difﬁculty.
Not everyone will agree that each of these views is viable. It may be that further
examination will reveal deep problems with some of these views. But this further
examination needs to be performed. There has been little critical examination of
type-F views to date, for example; we have seen that the standard arguments
against type-D views carry very little weight; and while arguments against type-E
views carry some intuitive force, they are far from making a knock-down case
against the views. I suspect that even if further examination reveals deep problems
for some views in this vicinity, it is very unlikely that all such views will be
eliminated.
In any case, this gives us some perspective on the mind–body problem. It is
often held that even though it is hard to see how materialism could be true,
materialism must be true, since the alternatives are unacceptable. As I see it, there
are at least three prima facie acceptable alternatives to materialism on the table,
each of which is compatible with a broadly naturalistic (even if not materialistic)
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worldview, and none of which has fatal problems. So given the clear arguments
against materialism, it seems to me that we should at least tentatively embrace the
conclusion that one of these views is correct. Of course all of the views discussed
in this chapter need to be developed in much more detail, and examined in light
of all relevant scientiﬁc and philosophical developments, in order to be comprehensively assessed. But as things stand, I think that we have good reason to
suppose that consciousness has a fundamental place in nature.
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This chapter is an overview of issues concerning the metaphysics of consciousness.
Much of the discussion in this chapter (especially the ﬁrst part) recapitulates discussion in Chalmers (1995; 1996; 1997), although it often takes a different form, and
sometimes goes beyond the discussion there. I give a more detailed treatment of
many of the issues discussed here in the works cited in the bibliography.
The taxonomy is in the ﬁnal chapter, chapter 14, of Broad’s book (set out on
pp. 607–11, and discussed until p. 650). The dramatization of Broad’s taxonomy
as a 4 × 4 matrix is illustrated on Andrew Chrucky’s website devoted to Broad, at
http://www.ditext.com/broad/mpn14.html#t.
On my usage, qualia are simply those properties that characterize conscious states
according to what it is like to have them. The deﬁnition does not build in any further
substantive requirements, such as the requirement that qualia are intrinsic or nonintentional. If qualia are intrinsic or non-intentional, this will be a substantive rather
than a deﬁnitional point (so the claim that the properties of consciousness are nonintrinsic or that they are wholly intentional should not be taken to entail that there
are no qualia). Phenomenal properties can also be taken to be properties of individuals
(e.g., people) rather than of mental states, characterizing aspects of what it is like to
be them at a given time; the difference will not matter much for present purposes.
Note that I use “reductive” in a broader sense than it is sometimes used. Reductive
explanation requires only that high-level phenomena can be explained wholly in terms
of low-level phenomena. This is compatible with the “multiple realizability” of highlevel phenomena in low-level phenomena. For example, there may be many different
ways in which digestion could be realized in a physiological system, but one can nevertheless reductively explain a system’s digestion in terms of underlying physiology.
Another subtlety concerns the possibility of a view on which consciousness can be
explained in terms of principles which do not make appeal to consciousness but
cannot themselves be physically explained. The deﬁnitions above count such a view as
neither reductive nor non-reductive. It could reasonably be classiﬁed either way, but
I will generally assimilate it with the non-reductive class.
A version of the explanatory argument as formulated here is given in Chalmers
(1995). For related considerations about explanation, see Levine (1983) on the
“explanatory gap” and Nagel (1974). See also the papers in Shear (1997).
Versions of the conceivability argument are put forward by Campbell (1970), Kirk
(1974), Kripke (1980), Bealer (1994), and Chalmers (1996), among others. Important predecessors include Descartes’s conceivability argument about disembodiment,
and Leibniz’s “mill” argument.
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Sources for the knowledge argument include Nagel (1974), Maxwell (1968), Jackson
(1982), and others. Predecessors of the argument are present in Broad’s discussion of
a “mathematical archangel” who cannot deduce the smell of ammonia from physical
facts (1925: 70–1), and Feigl’s discussion of a “Martian superscientist” who cannot
know what colors look like and what musical tones sound like (1967[1958]: 64, 68,
140).
This version of the thought experiment has a real life exemplar in Knut Nordby, a
Norwegian sensory biologist who is a rod monochromat (lacking cones in his retina
for color vision), and who works on the physiology of color vision. See Nordby
(1990).
For limited versions of the conceivability argument and the explanatory argument, see
Broad (1925: 614–15). For the knowledge argument, see pp. 70–2, where Broad
argues that even a “mathematical archangel” could not deduce the smell of ammonia
from microscopic knowledge of atoms. Broad is arguing against “mechanism,” which
is roughly equivalent to contemporary materialism. Perhaps the biggest lacuna in
Broad’s argument, to contemporary eyes, is any consideration of the possibility that
there is an epistemic but not an ontological gap.
For a discussion of the relationship between the conceivability argument and the
knowledge argument, see Chalmers (1996 and 2002b).
Type-A materialists include Ryle (1949), Lewis (1988), Dennett (1991), Dretske
(1995), Rey (1995), and Harman (1990).
Two speciﬁc views may be worth mentioning: (1) Some views (e.g., Dretske 1995)
deny an epistemic gap while at the same time denying functionalism, by holding that
consciousness involves not just functional role but also causal and historical relations
to objects in the environment. I count these as type-A views: we can view the relevant
relations as part of functional role, broadly construed, and exactly the same considerations arise. (2) Some views (e.g., Strawson 2000 and Stoljar 2001) deny an epistemic
gap not by functionally analyzing consciousness but by expanding our view of the
physical base to include underlying intrinsic properties. These views are discussed
under type-F (sectn 5.11).
In another analogy, Churchland (1996) suggests that someone in Goethe’s time
might have mounted analogous epistemic arguments against the reductive explanation of “luminescence.” But on a close look, it is not hard to see that the only further
explanandum that could have caused doubts here is the experience of seeing light (see
Chalmers 1997). This point is no help to the type-A materialist, since this explanandum
remains unexplained.
For an argument from unsavory metaphysical consequences, see White (1986). For
an argument from unsavory epistemological consequences, see Shoemaker (1975).
The metaphysical consequences are addressed in the second half of this chapter. The
epistemological consequences are addressed in Chalmers 2002a.
Type-B materialists include Levine (1983), Loar (1990/1997), Papineau (1993), Tye
(1995), Lycan (1996), Hill (1997), Block and Stalnaker (1999), and Perry (2001).
In certain respects, where type-A materialism can be seen as deriving from the logical
behaviorism of Ryle and Carnap, type-B materialism can be seen as deriving from the
identity theory of Place and Smart. The matter is complicated, however, by the fact
that the early identity theorists advocated “topic-neutral” (functional) analyses of
phenomenal properties, suggesting an underlying type-A materialism.
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17 Block and Stalnaker (1999) argue against deducibility in part by arguing that there
is usually no explicit conceptual analysis of high-level terms such as “water” in
microphysical terms, or in any other terms that could ground an a priori entailment
from microphysical truths to truths about water. In response, Chalmers and Jackson
(2001) argue that explicit conceptual analyses are not required for a priori entailments,
and that there is good reason to believe that such entailments exist in these cases.
18 Two-dimensional semantic frameworks originate in the work of Stalnaker (1978),
Evans (1979), and Kaplan (1989). The version used in these arguments is somewhat
different: for discussion of the differences, see Chalmers (forthcoming).
19 This is a slightly more formal version of an argument in Chalmers (1996: 131–6). It
is quite closely related to Kripke’s modal argument against the identity theory, though
different in some important respects. The central premise 2 can be seen as a way of
formalizing Kripke’s claim that where there is “apparent contingency,” there is some
misdescribed possibility in the background. The argument can also be seen as a way
of formalizing a version of the “dual property” objection attributed to Max Black by
Smart (1959), and developed by Jackson (1979) and White (1986). Related applications of the two-dimensional framework to questions about materialism are given by
Jackson (1994) and Lewis (1994).
20 I have passed over a few subtleties here. One concerns the role of indexicals: to handle
claims such as “I am here,” primary intensions are deﬁned over centered worlds:
worlds with a marked individual and time, corresponding to indexical “locating information” about one’s position in the world. This change does not help the type-B
materialist, however. Even if we supplement P with indexical locating information I
(e.g., telling Mary about her location in the world), there is as much of an epistemic
gap with Q as ever; so P∧I∧¬Q is conceivable. And given that there is a centered
world that veriﬁes P∧I∧¬Q , one can see as above that either there is a world satisfying
P∧¬Q, or type-F monism is true.
21 Hill (1997) tries to explain away our modal intuitions about consciousness in cognitive terms. Chalmers (1999) responds that any modal intuition might be explained in
cognitive terms (a similar argument could “explain away” our intuition that there
might be red squares), but that this has no tendency to suggest that the intuition is
incorrect. If such an account tells us that modal intuitions about consciousness are
unreliable, the same goes for all modal intuitions. What is really needed is not an
explanation of our modal intuitions about consciousness, but an explanation of why
these intuitions in particular should be unreliable.
Loar (1990/1997) attempts to provide such an explanation in terms of the unique
features of phenomenal concepts. He suggests that (1) phenomenal concepts are
recognitional concepts (“that sort of thing”); that (2) like other recognitional concepts, they can co-refer with physical concepts that are cognitively distinct; and that
(3) unlike other recognitional concepts, they lack contingent modes of presentation
(i.e., their primary and secondary intensions coincide). If (2) and (3) both hold (and if
we assume that physical concepts also lack contingent modes of presentation), then a
phenomenal-physical identity will be a strong necessity in the sense above. In response,
Chalmers (1999) argues that (2) and (3) cannot both hold. The co-reference of other
recognitional concepts with theoretical concepts is grounded in their contingent modes
of presentation; in the absence of such modes of presentation, there is no reason to
think that these concepts can co-refer. So accepting (3) undercuts any support for (2).
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Chalmers (1999) also argues that by assuming that physical properties can have
phenomenal modes of presentation non-contingently, Loar’s account is in effect presupposing rather than explaining the relevant strong necessities.
Of those mentioned above as apparently sympathetic with type-C materialism, I think
McGinn is ultimately a type-F monist, Nagel is either a type-B materialist or a type-F
monist, and Churchland is either a type-B materialist or a type-Q materialist (below).
One might ask about speciﬁc reductive views, such as representationalism (which
identiﬁes consciousness with certain representational states), and higher-order thought
theory (which identiﬁes consciousness with the objects of higher-order thoughts).
How these views are classiﬁed depends on how a given theorist regards the representational or higher-order states (e.g., functionally deﬁnable or not) and their connection to consciousness (e.g., conceptual or empirical). Among representationalists, I
think that Harman (1990) and Dretske (1995) are type-A materialists, while Tye
(1995) and Lycan (1996) are type-B materialists. Among higher-order thought theorists, Carruthers (2000) is clearly a type-B materialist, while Rosenthal (1997) is
either type-A or type-B. One could also in principle hold non-materialist versions of
each of these views.
Type-D dualists include Popper and Eccles (1977), Sellars (1981), Swinburne (1986),
Foster (1991), Hodgson (1991), and Stapp (1993).
No-collapse interpretations include Bohm’s “hidden-variable” interpretations, and
Everett’s “many-worlds” (or “many-minds”) interpretation. A collapse interpretation
that does not invoke measurement is the Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber interpretation (with
random occasional collapses). Each of these interpretations requires a signiﬁcant revision to the standard dynamics of quantum mechanics, and each is controversial,
although each has its beneﬁts (see Albert 1993 for discussion of these and other
interpretations). It is notable that there seems to be no remotely tenable interpretation that preserves the standard claim that collapses occur upon measurement, except
for the interpretation involving consciousness.
I have been as guilty of this as anyone, setting aside interactionism in Chalmers
(1996) partly for reasons of compatibility with physics. I am still not especially inclined to endorse interactionism, but I now think that the argument from physics is
much too glib. Three further reasons for rejecting the view are mentioned in Chalmers
(1996). First, if consciousness is to make an interesting qualitative difference to
behavior, this requires that it act non-randomly, in violation of the probabilistic
requirements of quantum mechanics. I think there is something to this, but one
could bite the bullet on non-randomness in response, or one could hold that even a
random causal role for consciousness is good enough. Secondly, I argued that denying causal closure yields no special advantage, as a view with causal closure can
achieve much the same effect via type-F monism. Again there is something to this,
but the type-D view does have the signiﬁcant advantage of avoiding the type-F view’s
“combination problem.” Thirdly, it is not clear that the collapse interpretation yields
the sort of causal role for consciousness that we expect it to have. I think that this is
an important open question that requires detailed investigation.
Consciousness-collapse interpretations of quantum mechanics have been put forward
by Wigner (1961), Hodgson (1991), and Stapp (1993). Only Stapp goes into much
detail, with an interesting but somewhat idiosyncratic account that goes in a direction
different from that suggested above.
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28 Type-E dualists include Huxley (1874), Campbell (1970), Jackson (1982), and
Robinson (1988).
29 Some accuse the epiphenomenalist of a double standard: relying on intuition in
making the case against materialism, but going counter to intuition in denying a
causal role for consciousness. But intuitions must be assessed against the background
of reasons and evidence. To deny the relevant intuitions in the anti-materialist argument (in particular, the intuition of a further explanandum) appears to contradict the
available ﬁrst-person evidence; but denying a causal role for consciousness appears to
be compatible on reﬂection with all our evidence, including ﬁrst-person evidence.
30 Versions of type-F monism have been put forward by Russell (1927), Feigl
(1967[1958]), Maxwell (1979), Lockwood (1989), Chalmers (1996), Grifﬁn (1998),
Strawson (2000), and Stoljar (2001).
31 There is philosophical debate over the thesis that all dispositions have a categorical
basis. If the thesis is accepted, the case for type-F monism is particularly strong, since
microphysical dispositional must have a categorical basis, and we have no independent
characterization of that basis. But even if the thesis is rejected, type-F monism is still
viable. We need only the thesis that microphysical dispositions may have a categorical
basis to open room for intrinsic properties here.
32 Hence type-F monism is the sort of “physicalism” that emerges from the loophole
mentioned in the two-dimensional argument against type-B materialism. The only
way a “zombie world” W could satisfy the primary intension but not the secondary
intension of P is for it to share the dispositional structure of our world but not the
underlying intrinsic microphysical properties. If this difference is responsible for the
lack of consciousness in W, then the intrinsic microphysical properties in our world
are responsible for constituting consciousness. Maxwell (1979) exploits this sort of
loophole in replying to Kripke’s argument.
Note that such a W must involve either a different corpus of intrinsic properties
from those in our world, or no intrinsic properties at all. A type-F monist who holds
that the only coherent intrinsic properties are protophenomenal properties might end
up denying the conceivability of zombies, even under a structural-functional description of their physical state – for reasons very different from those of the type-A
materialist.
33 McGinn (1989) can be read as advocating a type-F view, while denying that we can
know the nature of the protophenomenal properties. His arguments rests on the
claim that these properties cannot be known either through perception or through
introspection. But this does not rule out the possibility that they might be known
through some sort of inference to the best explanation of (introspected) phenomenology, subject to the additional constraints of (perceived) physical structure.
34 In this way, we can see that type-D views and type-F views are quite closely related.
We can imagine that if a type-D view is true and there are microphysical causal gaps,
we could be led through physical observation alone to postulate higher-level entities
to ﬁll these gaps – “psychons,” say – where these are characterized in wholly structural/dispositional terms. The type-D view adds to this the suggestion that psychons
have an intrinsic phenomenal nature. The main difference between the type-D view
and the type-F view is that the type-D view involves fundamental causation above the
microphysical level. This will involve a more radical view of physics, but it might have
the advantage of avoiding the combination problem.
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35 Type-O positions are advocated by Lowe (1996), Mills (1996), and Bealer
(forthcoming).
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